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Abstract— Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) have
emerged as an attractive primitive to address diverse hardware
security issues, such as chip authentication, intellectual property
(IP) protection and cryptographic key generation. Existing PUFs,
typically acquired and integrated in a design as a commodity,
often incur considerable hardware overhead. Many of these
PUFs also suffer from insufﬁcient challenge-response pairs. In
this paper, we propose ScanPUF, a novel PUF implementation
using a common on-chip structure used for improving circuit
testability, namely scan chain. It exploits path delay variations
between the scan ﬂip-ﬂops in a scan chain to create highquality (in terms of uniqueness and robustness) secret keys.
Furthermore, since a scan chain provides large pool of scan
paths to create a signature, we can achieve high volume of secret
keys from each chip. Since it uses a prevalent on-chip structure,
the overhead is extremely small (2.3% area of the RO-PUF),
primarily contributed by small additional logic in the signaturegeneration cycle controller. Circuit-level simulation results with
1000 chips under inter- and intra-die process variations show high
uniqueness of 49.9% average inter-die Hamming distance and
good reproducibility of 5% intra-die Hamming distance below
85 ◦ C. The temporal variations due to device aging effect e.g. bias
temperature instability (BTI) lead to only 4% unstable bits for
ten-year usage. The experimental evaluation on FPGA (Altera
Cyclone-III) exhibits 47.1% average inter-Hamming distance, as
well as 3.2% unstable bits at room temperature.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The generation of unique keys by Integrated Circuits (ICs)
has important applications in areas such as Intellectual Property (IP) counter-plagiarism and embedded security integration. Traditionally, they need the secret key to be stored in a
non-volatile memory (NVM) that cannot be easily accessed
or duplicated by adversaries. However, such storage is vulnerable to invasive attack while the high tampering resistance
environment is expensive [1]. Furthermore, since the number
of secret keys is small (usually one), attackers may steal them
successfully by intercepting the communication between the
user and the provider.
In order to address these issues, Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) [2], [4]–[9] have been explored to build tamper-
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resistant hardware. PUFs are realized by creating a challengeresponse protocol that exploits the inherent random variations
in a manufacturing process to generate unique signatures [2].
Process variations cause ﬂuctuations in device parameters,
such as threshold voltage (Vth ), channel length (L), leading to
variations in circuit level parameters (e.g. path delay), which
are typically used in a PUF for signature generation. PUFs
have the following advantages when applied in many hardware
security applications. First, the challenge-response pairs are
random and difﬁcult to predict for an attacker. In addition,
the challenge-response space can be vast enough that makes
random trials ineffective. Second, unlike digital keys stored
in NVM, PUFs are safer since a signature is available only
when the chips are running and a speciﬁc challenge vector is
applied. Finally, the cost of a PUF is expected to be lower
than digital key storage accompanied by tampering resistance.
However, a majority of existing PUFs (e.g. [5]–[7]) demand dedicated circuit structures, which incur considerable
area overhead and hence may not be suitable for many
area-constrained embedded applications. On the other hand,
PUFs realized with on-chip structures (e.g. embedded memory
[9] [10] or intrinsic ﬂip-ﬂops (FFs) [11]) are effective to
greatly lower the hardware overhead and design effort/cost.
The SRAM PUF and intrinsic PUF respectively leverage on
random initialization of embedded memory cells and FFs
under process variation. However, they only generate one-bit
signature per cell and hence suffer from insufﬁcient challengeresponse pairs. To address this issue, a memory-based PUF,
referred to as MECCA PUF [10], which uses the writepulse duration as challenge, creates signatures based on write
failures in memory cells. However, MECCA PUF can only
be employed to embedded memory of speciﬁc structures.
Moreover, both types of memory PUF require a reasonably
large size of embedded memory to generate acceptable volume
of challenge-response pairs.
In this paper, we present ScanPUF, a novel PUF implementation using a common on-chip structure. It exploits the
prevalent scan chain based design-for-test (DFT) structure to
create large volume of signatures from a chip based on random
delay variations in timing paths between two scan ﬂip-ﬂops
(SFFs). Fig. 1 illustrates the overall approach of signature
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Fig. 2. (a) ScanPUF architecture; (b) signature-generation cycle; and (c)
illustration of signature generation procedure.

generation in ScanPUF. We assume the scan path delays
(deﬁned as (1) in section II-B) are 1 ns in the nominal
corner. Post manufacturing, the delays deviate (from chip
to chip and within a chip) due to process variations. These
deviations can be captured in the logic values latched in
different SFFs (SFF1, SFF2, SFF3) by the signature-generation
cycle controller. Then these values can be shifted out from the
scan chain to obtain a signature.
We have evaluated the effectiveness of ScanPUF through
circuit level simulations with realistic model of parameter
variations as well as hardware measurements using Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) devices. In the nanometer
regime, increasing inter/intra-die variations in device parameters such as Vth , L causes large shift in scan path delays.
The variations on L and other device parameters can be
represented as additional contribution to Vth variation [3].
In our simulation, we consider 15% inter- and 10% intra-die
standard deviations on Vth to analyze the process variations
effect on scan path. We observe scanPUF achieves high
uniqueness (49.88% average inter-die Hamming distance) and
reproducibility (< 5% unstable bits below 85 ◦ C). We analyze
the Shannon entropy of ScanPUF and its robustness under
temporal variations due to aging effects such as bias temperature instability (BTI). We observe that aging-induced Vth
increase of 17 mV in PMOS with ten-year usage results in only
4% ﬂipped bits. Finally, we compare the hardware overhead
of ScanPUF with a RO-PUF, a common PUF structure. Since
ScanPUF is realized with already available resources in a chip,
it incurs much smaller area overhead than other PUFs (only
2.28% area of the RO-PUF).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the proposed PUF implementation. Simulation
results on uniqueness, robustness and aging effect, as well
as experimental evaluation on FPGA are presented in Section
III. Section IV discusses some important issues. Conclusions
are drawn in Section V.
II. S CAN C HAIN BASED PUF (ScanPUF)
A. ScanPUF Architecture
Fig. 2(a) shows the architecture of proposed ScanPUF
realized in the scan chain. Scan chain is a standard DFT
component introduced in a design for improving controllability
and observability of internal circuit nodes. The SFF is realized
by adding a two-input multiplexor to D ﬂip-ﬂop (DFF), and
an SFF output is directly connected to the scan-in port (SD) of
the next SFF. When ‘TD’ is zero, the scan chain works in the

test mode that all the SFFs form a shift register. Hence, the test
vector can be shifted into SFFs serially from primary inputs
(PIs) to detect functional or timing faults during manufacturing
test. In the test mode, the signature-generation cycle controller
in a chip produces one cycle with period tsig as shown in
Fig. 2(b) to obtain the signature. Note some buffers may be
inserted into the scan paths for two reasons. First, the delay
of scan path need be augmented so that the corresponding
tsig is longer than the minimum pulse duration of passing
through the clock tree. Second, the scan path delay and tsig
need certain characteristics under process variations for the
signature uniqueness and robustness.
B. Signature Generation Procedure
Fig.2(c) explains the signature generation procedure of
ScanPUF. The SFFs, i−1, i, i+1 are pre-loaded with an initial
sequence of alternating ‘1’s and ‘0’s (i.e. ‘101’ in this case).
As ‘TD’ is set as zero, the input of SFF i is ‘1’. The output of
SFF i becomes ‘1’ after the CK-to-Q delay tclk2q,i , after the
rising edge t of system clock. Then it propagates through the
scan path i, comprised of buffers and a 2:1 multiplexor, and
reaches the input port of DFF in SFF i + 1 with the latency
tcom,i . The rising edge t + 1 (interval tsig after the rising edge
t) latches the input value of SFF i+1, which may include three
choices as shown in Fig. 2(b). SFF i + 1 outputs ‘1’, if 0→1
transition arrives before the setup window of width tsetup,i+1 ;
or uncertain as a result of within the setup and hold window;
otherwise ‘0’. For simplicity, we can consider the output as
‘0’ for the latter two cases, since both of them correspond to
the failure of capturing the new value ‘1’. If ignoring clock
tree skewing on scan chain (deskew as [13]), the output value
Oi+1 of SFF i + 1 after the rising edge t is

1 if tsig > tclk2q,i + tcom,i + tsetup,i+1 , i = 0, 1...
Oi+1 =
0 otherwise
(1)
(1) is the case for 0 → 1 transition to be captured by SFFs.
Also, we can derive the case for 1→ 0 transition by simply
swapping zero and one in (1). Here, tclk2q,i +tcom,i +tsetup,i+1
is called the delay of scan path i.
In the CMOS processes, both inter-die and intra-die variations affect Vth [3]. The inter-die Vth variation is shard by
the transistors on the same die and varies from die to die.
Additionally, the Vth of each transistor also randomly shifts
due to the intra-die variations. After manufacturing, the scan
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C. Scan Path Delay Distribution
Four inverters are cascaded on each scan path as buffers,
for example, to analyze the delay distribution of a scan
chain under process variations. We model both inter-die and
intra-die variations using Gaussian distribution on Vth . For
Predictive Technology Model (PTM) 45nm CMOS process
[14], the Monte-Carlo simulation in Hspice with 15% inter-die
and 10% intra-die standard deviations is carried out on 200
dies. Each die has 63 scan paths of equally nominal delay.
From Fig. 3(a), the scan path delay for 0 → 1 transition
approximately follows the Gaussian distribution with median
delay μ = 1.835 × 10−10 seconds on the nominal corner.
Institutively, the ﬁxed tsig = μ can generate the signatures
far from each other, since the probability of zero or one on
each bit position is 0.5. Fig. 3(b) exhibits the large ﬂuctuation
of the median delay around μ for each chip, because of the
different inter-die Vth deviations. Speciﬁcally, the scan path
delays of chip 195 and 30 in Fig. 4 imply all-zero and allone signatures when tsig = μ, which is the case for more
than 100 chips. It is not desired, since each chip requires the
unique signature for authentication or secret key. As a result,
the signature-generation cycle can be inserted by a controller
within die to make tsig track the scan path delays for much
smaller all-zero or all-one probability of signature, since the
gates on it have the same amount of inter-die Vth shift.
D. Signature-generation cycle controller
In Fig. 5(a), a signature-generation cycle controller includes
multiple clock delay lines (cascaded inverters). Each clock
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path delays shift from the nominal corner to produce random
SFF outputs as signature under application of proper tsig . In
summary, the major steps are as follows:
1) Choose the SFFs in a design to generate the signature.
Here, the scan paths with better stability on supply voltage, temperature and aging effect described in Section
III are preferred.
2) In the test mode, scan sequence of alternating ‘0’ and
‘1’ from PIs into the SFFs as input challenge, which
ensures the SFFs store stable values initially. Moreover,
0 → 1 or 1 → 0 transition can happen on the input port
of SFFs after the rising edge t of system clock.
3) Produce the rising edge t + 1 of system clock after tsig .
4) Finally, shift out the response bits (signature) stored in
the SFFs through primary outputs (POs).
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Fig. 3. (a) Scan path delays of 200 chips; and (b) median delay of scan
paths for each chip.
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(a) Signature-generation cycle controller; and (b) signal waveform.

delay line inserts one signature-generation cycle of period
tsig (median value t̄sig ) into the system clock ‘clock1’. For
example, ‘clock2’ is a delayed version of ‘clock1’ by the
interval tc (median value t̄c ) on delay line 1. The multiplexor
selects ‘clock1’, ‘clock2’ or others, as ‘clock’ to trigger SFFs.
In Fig. 5(b), the signature generation starts at the rising edge
A of ‘clock1’. Since synchronized with ‘clock’, ‘sel’ becomes
‘1’ after the rising edge A to pass the delayed edge A in
‘clock2’. ‘clock’ may produce the two adjacent rising edges
with interval tsig , if the delay of signal transition at the
multiplexor output is smaller than tc satisfying the minimum
pulse width requirement of passing through clock tree. Hence,
several buffers may be cascaded on scan path to match t̄c .
From the Hspice simulation, it can be observed tc ≈ tsig . tsig
and the scan path delays in each chip should have nearly the
same shift caused by the inter-die Vth variation. Fig. 6 shows
a speciﬁc case for the gates on clock delay line and scan
paths with L =135 nm and L =90 nm respectively. Hence,
the probability of all-zero (or all-one) signature may be rather
small.
In addition to tracking the inter-die Vth variation, the intradie Vth variation also deviates tsig from the expected value
and therefore changes the probability of zero (or one) in
signature. Hence, such deviation should be controlled as small
as possible. Usually, the standard deviation σth,intra of intradie Vth for a gate with L and W is modeled as [3]

σth,intra = σth0,intra

Wmin Lmin
WL

(2)

Where σth0,intra is the standard deviation of intra-die Vth
for the gate of minimum width Wmin and length Lmin in
a speciﬁc CMOS process. As a result, we choose the gates of
larger length and width on the clock delay line than those on
the scan paths to limit the ﬂuctuation of tsig caused by intradie Vth variation, while tracking the delay shift of inter-die
Vth variation similar to Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Under tsig = μ (a) inter-die HD distribution of 1000 chips; and (b)
probability of zero for each bit.

Shift of scan path delay and tsig under inter-die Vth shift.







(3)

H(xj ) is maximized when pj = 0.5. Considering m signature,...tm ), the entropy of each SFF
generation periods (t0 , t1
m
is H(x1 , x2 , ..., xm ) =
i=1 H(xi |x1 , x2 , ..., xi−1 ). With
generality, assume t1 = μ for p1 = 0.5. Since tj = t1 ,
j ≥ 1, it can be derived H(xj ) < H(x1 ).As H(xj ) ≤
m
H(xj |x1 , x2 , ..., xj−1 ), H(x1 , x2 , ..., xj ) ≤
j=1 H(xj ) <
m is hold. The inter- and intra-die Vth variations impact the
entropy, because both of them alter pj associated with t̄sig .
H(xj ) is maximized only when completely tracking the shift
on scan path delays caused by inter-die Vth variation and
minimizing the deviation from intra-die Vth variation.
III. S IMULATION R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
The ScanPUF of 128-bit signature is evaluated on uniqueness and stability for m = 1000 chips by the Monte-Carlo
simulation in Hspice using PTM 45nm CMOS Process, with
Vth variation of standard deviation σth,inter = 15% and
σth0,intra = 10%. All scan paths have the nominal delay
μ. t̄sig = μ, t̄sig < μ and t̄sig > μ are considered,
since the entropy grows with the number of t̄sig . A clock
delay line includes four inverters (LN M OS =LP M OS =135
nm, WN M OS =500 nm, WP M OS =700 nm); four inverters
(LN M OS =LP M OS =90 nm, WN M OS =100 nm, WP M OS =140
nm) are cascaded on scan path. To further reduce the negative
inﬂuence of intra- and inter-die Vth variation on entropy, eight
clock delay lines are employed (each for a 16-bit signature).

3UREDELOLW\RI]HUR

3UREDELOLW\RI]HUR

The ﬁrst part of ScanPUF challenge is the pre-stored values
in the SFFs, as it decides on which paths 0 → 1, 1 → 0 or
no transition is propagated. The same scan path may show
different delays for 0 → 1 and 1 → 0 transitions. Second,
signatures also change with different t̄sig , since SFF outputs
rely on the comparison between scan path delays and tsig .
To evaluate randomness, the Shannon entropy is estimated for
different t̄sig with 0→1 transition (similar for 1→0 transition).
Assume xj,k denotes the output of SFF k for chips when
t̄sig = tj and dk is the delay of scan path k for 0 → 1
transition, j = 1, 2, .... From (1), P (xj,k = 1) = P (dk <
tsig |t̄sig = tj ) = pj,k and P (xj,k = 0) = 1−pj,k . Considering
statistical independence of xj,k , k = 1, 2, ..., it is simpliﬁed
as xj with probability pj and the entropy
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H(xj ) = −pj log2 pj − (1 − pj )log2 (1 − pj )
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Probability of zero for (a) t̄sig < μ; and (b) t̄sig > μ.

A. Uniqueness Analysis
For authentication, the signatures need be far away from
each other. We introduce the Hamming distance (HD) to
evaluate the signature distance quantitatively. The simulation
results are plotted in Fig. 7 for t̄sig = μ and 0 → 1 transition
on the scan paths. Fig. 7(a) shows around 50% (64 bits) interdie HD, which means approximate one-bit entropy for each
scan path. The probability of zero for each bit in Fig. 7(b) is
around 0.5. Such probabilities are skewed from 0.5 to 0.4 and
0.6 respectively for t̄sig > μ and t̄sig < μ as Fig. 8. Assuming
HDi,j is the HD between chip i and chip j, the average HD
for m chips, denoted by HDavg , is calculated as [12]
HDavg =

m−1
m
 
2
HDi,j
m · (m − 1) i=1 j=i+1

(4)

When t̄sig = μ, HDavg is 49.9% near the theoretical value
50% (128 × 0.5 = 64 bits). For t̄sig < μ and t̄sig > μ, their
HDavg are reduced to 47.44% and 48.0% respectively.
B. Robustness Analysis
The robustness measures the signature reproducibility under
non-ideal environment such as high temperature and supply
voltage variation. The unstable or ﬂipped bits need be as few
as possible required in security applications. In Fig. 9(a), the
percentage of unstable bits is nearly 18% when supply voltage
becomes 0.8 Volt from the nominal 1 Volt, which is reduced to
9% when the supply is 0.9 Volt. Fig. 9(b) shows the percentage
of unstable bits with the temperature increased from 25 ◦ C to
85 ◦ C at the interval of 15 ◦ C. When the temperature is no
more than 85 ◦ C, the unstable bits are nearly 5% on average.
In particular, 92.1% chips have no more than 10 ﬂipped bits.
According to (1), SFF k in certain chip outputs zero when
the distance disk (V1 , temp1 ) between tsig and path delay is
less than zero under supply voltage V1 and temperature temp1 .
When they shift to V2 and temp2 , if disk (V2 , temp2 ) < 0
still holds, SFF k produces a stable bit; otherwise unstable.
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Fig. 9. Average intra-die HD from 1000 chips for ScanPUFs: (a) for supply
voltage variation (nominal Vdd=1V); and (b) for temperature variation.
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Fig. 10. Percents of unstable bits under varying NBTI effects in clock delay
line and scan paths.

Hence, it can be derived that the larger |disk (V1 , temp1 )|
may yield better stability under temperature and supply voltage
ﬂuctuation. To tolerate the unstable bits (only a small fraction
in our simulations), the simplest method is to discard them.
Moreover, post-processing procedures such as fuzzy extractor
can reconciliate them and improve the stability [17].
C. Aging Effect
For nano-scale CMOS process, the aging effect is no longer
ignored during the early stage of design cycle. Negative bias
temperature instability (NBTI) occurs on the stressed PMOS
gates due to the generated traps at Si/SiO2 interface by the
increased electric ﬁeld across the thin oxide. As the gate oxide
thickness reaches 4 nm, the Vth degradation of PMOS has
played the major role in temporal performance degradation
of circuits, instead of hot-carrier injection (HCI) of NMOS
transistors [15]. Under PTM 90nm CMOS process, the PMOS
ΔVth may achieve 17.3mV after ten years [16], which is
ample for 45nm CMOS process, given the reduced electric
ﬁeld across gate oxide [15].
Considering the possibly non-identical aging effects between clock delay line and scan paths, their different percents
(from -20% to 20%) on ΔVth are accounted to simulate
the results in Fig. 10. If PMOS |ΔVth | is 17.3mV for both
scan paths and clock delay line, nearly 4% bits become
unstable after ten-year usage. When |ΔVth | on clock delay
line achieves 0.0204 Volt (+20% larger than that of scan paths),
the percentage of unstable bits is 11% that drops to less than
5% for -20%. Hence, the different NBTI effects on the clock
delay line and scan paths impact the unstable bits proportion
during aging. The tolerance of unstable bits is addressed from
two perspectives. First, make the number as small as possible.
As a result, some modiﬁcations need be introduced on the
circuit level to adjust aging for ΔVth between -10% and 0%.
Secondly, we can specify the proportion of unstable bits caused
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Fig. 12. Experimental results in FPGA: (a) average inter-die HD for 45
ScanPUFs; and (b) probability of zero for each bit.

by NBTI in the design cycle and choose more powerful errorcorrecting codes to tolerate them in the fuzzy extractor.
D. Experimental Validation on FPGA
ScanPUF is evaluated on FPGA for t̄sig = μ. A logic array
block (LAB) of Altera’s Cyclone III contains 16 four-input
logic elements (LEs) and 16 registers. In the experiment, each
basic unit in Fig. 11(a) is mapped into a single LE for one-bit
signature with the post-ﬁtting scan path delay (5.42±0.02ns)
after compilation. In addition, the number of inverters on the
clock delay line is adjusted for an approximate t̄sig . An FPGA
is splitted into ﬁve non-overlapped zones from the top to
the bottom as Fig. 11(b). A zone is horizontally partitioned
into four parts. Each part includes 32 basic units and one
clock delay line to produce a 32-bit signature. Totally, 45
128-bit signatures are obtained from nine FPGAs. Signature
uniqueness can be improved by: (1) the approximate shift on
tsig and scan path delays for the same inter-die variation, (2)
up-sizing the gates on the clock delay line to reduce intra-die
variation inﬂuence. The two conditions are uncontrollable in
FPGA, because of the impossibility to modify the basic unit
(e.g. LE). Hence, the inter-die HD distribution in Fig.12(a) is
expected with a larger standard deviation than Fig.7(a). The
zero probability on each bit is shown in Fig.12(b) and HDavg
is 47.14%. For reproducibility, the signature includes 3.17%
ﬂipped bits on average at room temperature.
IV. D ISCUSSIONS
Because of the unbalanced wire lengths, fan-out loads and
residual clock skewing, the nominal delays of different scan
paths may not be identical in real IC designs. In such scenario,
we can select a set of scan paths with near-identical nominal
delays during post-layout timing analysis and design the clock
delay line according to this nominal delay. This approach
can be extended to create multiple such sets of scan paths
and corresponding clock delay line, which can provide, in
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aggregate, a signature of desired length. Since such grouping
reduces the impact of intra-die Vth variations on clock delay
line, uniqueness of signature improves (Section III).
A. Area Overhead
An important advantage of ScanPUF is the use of existing
scan chain resources in a chip. In the simulation, a signaturegeneration cycle controller with eight clock delay lines (4
inverters each) is employed for 128-bit signature. An RO-PUF
of 128-bit signature includes 35 RO rings (ﬁve inverters and
AND gate for each), if all ordering of ROs are possible. It
also requires additional 35 2:1 MUXs, two 32-bit counters and
one 32-bit comparator. The areas of RO-PUF (from Design
Compiler) and ScanPUF (t̄sig = μ, stick-diagram layout)
for PTM 45nm CMOS process are listed in Table I. Since
buffers are likely to be inserted into the scan path during scan
synthesis for avoiding the hold violation, ideally the signaturegeneration cycle controller can be the only it only rises to
303.96/2721.4=11.17%.
TABLE I
A REA COMPARISON BETWEEN RO-PUF AND ScanPUF

RO-PUF
Area(μm2 )

2721.40

increase in scan shift power during test. We show that the
impact on total test power can be minimal since test power is
dominated by redundant switching in combinational logic and
only a small fraction of scan paths need be modiﬁed. The area
and test power overhead can be further reduced by accounting
for the buffers in scan path, which are often inserted in a design
to address the hold violation. Through extensive circuit-level
simulations and hardware measurements using FPGA devices,
we show that ScanPUF can achieve high uniqueness of signatures. Furthermore, since the challenge vectors in ScanPUF
are comprised of initial patterns in the scan chain, selection of
scan ﬂip-ﬂops and signature-generation periods, it is capable
of producing vast set of signatures. We also show that it
achieves high robustness under temporal variations in device
parameters due to device aging effects and temperature/voltage
ﬂuctuations.
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